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 Plum Blossom in Three Movements 

 Furusatono Genfuukei

 Horse Racing

 Yuki no mai

Rock With You

 Forefeel ~ Corridors of Time ~ Chrono Trigger

 Pull Camel

Encanto Rojo
 

PROGRAM

 The Moon's Reflection on the Second Spring

 Yellow Sand

 When are you back again

 The Last Emperor

  sea of clouds 
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Yang Yuki
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PROFILE



TRAJECTORY
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Everyone has a dream, big or small dream, deep or shallow dream. Everybody is different.

Some dream are instant, some last long and in it.

It becomes the "Original Force" of building nowadays and future. 

To realize our expected beautiful dream following our fate. Dream is our life no matter 

when.

The road to the dream is long but we will conquer it by working hard. 
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TRAJECTORY
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This is MIZUHIKI Crane with countless

MIZUHIKI rope is the combination of dream, music, ikebana and Animation.  

Music is the connection between Mans, Hearts and Nations.
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TRAJECTORY
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A stringed instrument as the basis of the Erhu, it was introduced to China via the Silk Road long 

ago. Erhu has evolved through the changes of the times and become what it is today, It was 

inherited from master to disciple, from parents to children, from friend to friend, Passing down 

from hand to hand is "passed on to all people, listeners, and scholars through the Erhu." As an 

Erhu player I'm very happy to be able to help with this.
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TRAJECTORY
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Sharing the same space, hearts resonate with one another. To me the stage is a place 

where I can collaborate with everyone. We hope to continue to cherish the relationship 

with everyone through Erhu. We sincerely hope that we can support each other and 

continue our activities in the future.
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"Dreams are eternal, connections are eternal. We hope to resonate and 

move forward together based on our deep traditions." Born in China and 

raised in Japan, my musical philosophy is deeply influenced by the diverse 

elements of Japan and China. The historical and cultural communication 

between China and Japan has never stopped, and Erhu has helped a lot 

on the understanding between the two nations. In my musical life, I want 

to sublimate my special life experience and consistent enthusiasm for the 

integration of Japanese and Chinese cultures into the unique symbol of 

Yang Xue's Erhu Art., it may seem foolhardy facing tot the new and ever-

expanding challenge. But my philosophy is to accept the challenge.

TRAJECTORY
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In 2007, I founded the Tokyo Otsuka Classroom of Japan Erhu Academy and became a full-time trainer at Japan Erhu Academy. 

Afterwards, I decided to open Erhu classrooms in Okayama, Sendai, and Gunma based on the connections established through 

this opportunity and the desire to establish an erhu classroom with locals. The relationship between people is mysterious and 

irreplaceable to me. Among our students we also trained erhu players and erhu education professionals, each one of them were 

expanding their career opportunities. 

Hoping the business of erhu will be spread out throughout Japan in the future, We began to implement and run the " Erhu 

Certification Examination by Japan Erhu Academy " in 2021, Planning to cultivate erhu amateurs and improve their level in 

Japan.

TRAJECTORY
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“Erhù s musical power”

We participated in many social activities in order to tranfer the power of erhu music to as many people as possible, we 

performed across the country as well as visited nursing homes, support facilities for the disabled, and disaster areas across 

Japan. When I went to the East Japan Earthquake commemoration event, I heard some words that impressed me. "I want to try 

playing the Erhu after listening to today's performance,." Despite the difficult situation, my performance gave people the desire 

to try music. Music is important and shining at this moment. That's how I feel. 

TRAJECTORY
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Star Fund~Yuki Yang`s Erhu Orchestra

My father, Erhu teacher Yang Xingxin, founded the Star Fund to help communicate and assist disabled people. I am running this 

business at the moment. As an additional activity to Star Fund we formed the Yang Xue Erhu Band with members who agreed 

with Yang Xue’s business philosophy in 2016 and continue to engage in social contribution and support activities.
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Plum Blossom in Three Movements

This song is one of the most popular TV series songs in China. It was dramatized by 

QiongYao’s novel and featured with a beautiful unreal world vision. The total TikTok 

playing of this song at 225 countries including China is over 480,000,000 times (by 

July 2023). It is the nominated recognized song of TuneCore Japan Independent Artist 

Awards “Top UGC Music 2022 ”

This Song is recorded in the Album of “Yuki no mai”

作曲　陳志遠

PROGRAM NOTES
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Furusatono Genfuukei

This song is included in “Kido”, the first album of the “natural trilogy” by Sojiro, 

who is an ocarina player. Released in 1993, it won the Planning Award at the 35th 

Japan Record Awards for its mysterious music that makes you feel the scent of 

wood.

This song was recorded in the Album of “TASAI”.

PROGRAM NOTES
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Horse Racing

An Inner Mongolia folk song composed by Huanghai Huauxi in the early 1960s. The scene in 

which Inner Mongolian people  horse racing during the festival is described as hot, free and 

lively.

This song was recorded in the album of “Sea of Clouds”.

PROGRAM NOTES
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Yuki no mai

< YUKI NO MAI > is my original song. It popped up in my mind once a 

day. I met a lot of people dance with them through this song. Each time 

I heard this song a story like this will emerge in my mind.

A snowflake dropped on a dying tree then it transformed to a snow 

fairy. She always observed the villagers slinkingly. She tried to get her 

involved with the crew but because her appearance is different from 

others so everybody is scared of her. Till one day there is something 

happened in the village....

作曲　楊雪

PROGRAM NOTES
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Rock With You

A song representing DISCO Age released by Michael Jackson in 1979, It is a single cut 

from the album “Off the Wall”.

This song was recorded in the Album of “TASAI”.

作曲　ROD TEMPERTON

PROGRAM NOTES
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Forefeel ~ Corridors of Time ~ Chrono Trigger
作曲　光田 康典

PROGRAM NOTES
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These three songs are original ones of RPG <Chrono Trigger> that was first issued in 1995. This game is about adventure of time travel. 

As one of the original music Corridors of Time is mixed with Sitar music style and the melody is graceful and magnificent. It represent 

the booming of the game set ancient kingdom. 

Game story

Chrono time travelled to different ages by a transportation of Telepod. They reached to a future destroyed by a mystics live being Lavos 

and then they fighted against them to protect the world. 



It was created from Inner Mongolian folk song in 1956. It described a group of camel business 

men walking through in the endless desert with the simple, motivated and Mongolian style 

rhythm. 

作曲　曾尋

Pull Camel

PROGRAM NOTES
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Encanto Rojo

作曲　HAGER FABIO GABRIEL
　　　SALMERON VERONICA A

It was accepted as one of the standards of dancer 

performance, demonstration and Tango competition 

around the world. Fabio Hager created <Encanto Rojo> 

in 2007, he is an accordionist (Play Tango with an pipe 

organ) and composer. This song was widely called the 

champion song of 2009 World Tango Competition. 

PROGRAM NOTES
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The Moon’s Reflection on the Second Spring

There is a river called HuiShan River in Wuxi China, the second best river in China. Abing (Hua YanJun, 1893-

1950)the author of this song he lost his sight in his 35s and made a living on singing and instrument playing. This 

song was created after he lost sight reflected his miserable life by contrast with his good memory of childhood. 

作曲　阿炳

PROGRAM NOTES
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Yellow Sand

During his stay in Japan, Yang Xingxin missed the motherland and his hometown as a 

composer. He hoped to use Urheen to express the attitude and simplicity of the Chinese 

people as well as  farmers’ hard work as brave as the Yellow River`s spirit. The Yellow River 

meanders, like a golden dragon, The yellow sand has been danced over thousands of years 

on the Chinese continent, covering the world, and running for thousands of years. One day 

night, he couldn’t hold such a feeling in his heart, and wrote this BanHu music “Yellow 

Sand”. The song was dedicated to the  daughter and mother of the peasant, the peasants and 

the Chinese people. In October 1988, he performed at the birthday celebration of Queen 

Michiko (Now is former Empress).

作曲　楊興新

PROGRAM NOTES
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The Last Emperor

It is the theme song for a historical film released in 1987, a joint production of Italy, the People’s Republic of China, the United 

Kingdom, France, and the United States, depicting the life of the last emperor of the Qing Dynasty, Ai Xin Jue Luo Pu Yi. 

Composed by Ryuichi Sakamoto, he was the first Japanese to win the Oscar Academy Award for Best Original Score.

This song was recorded in the Album of “TASAI”.

When are you back again

This song was created in 1937 as the episode of the movie “Stars moving around the

moon”. It was very popular by DengLiJun’s second singing and now recognized by one of

the most traditional Chinese song in the world.

作曲　晏如

PROGRAM NOTES
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sea of clouds 

作曲　楊雪

PROGRAM NOTES
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Standing tall at the peak of the high mountain the peaks continue and endless sea of clouds. The song was 

created based on this scenario. 

Part of the lyrics comes from the poem of “On the Stork Tower” (Author Wang ZhiHuan, Tang Dynasty). The 

main meaning is you have to climb high enough to see the more remote view.

 

“The sun along the mountain bows”　　“The Yellow River seawards flows”

“We will enjoy a grander sight”　　“If you climb to a greater height”

This poem truly expressed YangXue’s willing of working harder to get more.

This song was recorded in the album of “Sea of Clouds”.



PROFILE

Erhu

Dancer

Synthesizer
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Bass

Percussion

Piano
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Erhu
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Erhu
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I hope music can bring endless peace and friendship.

Give more love and brightness to our world.
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